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The Earth & outer space - general words - Cambridge Dictionary Macmillan Dictionary. Planets, stars and other objects in space - synonyms or related words noun. a bright object in space that has a tail of gas and dust Glossary of Space Terms from A-Z: Astronomy Dictionary. Retiring a Great Interview Problem - The Noisy Channel space - WordReference.com Dictionary of English I have extracted the list of sentences from a document. Take a look at word or text segmentation. The problem is to find the most probable split A Dictionary of the Space Age - Google Books Result A blank or empty area: the spaces between words. c. An area American Heritage® Dictionary of the English Language. Fifth Edition. Copyright © 2011 by Space - Online Etymology Dictionary 8 Aug 2011. Given an input string and a dictionary of words, segment the input string into a space-separated sequence of dictionary words if possible. Planets, stars and other objects in space - Macmillan Dictionary space - WordReference English dictionary, questions, discussion and forums. one of the blank pieces of metal, less than type-high, used to separate words. Space definition, the unlimited or incalculably great three-dimensional realm or. (words, letters, or lines) by spaces. to extend by inserting more space or fixing words with spaces using a dictionary look up in python. space. See definition in Oxford Advanced Learner's Dictionary - Top 1000 frequently used 1.3 [ count noun ] A blank between printed, typed, or written words, space - Definition from Longman English Dictionary Online 9 Mar 2015. The picture dictionary will help you learn about NASA. A white building, with the words Deep Space Habitat on its side, sits in Habitat. A WORDS Latin-to-English & English-to-Latin Dictionary - AbleMedia An example of space is the blank spot between two words written on paper. YourDictionary definition and usage example. Copyright © 2015 by LoveToKnow Including dictionary terms with spaces - Vi StackExchange Define space: the amount of an area, room, surface, etc., that is empty or available for Next Word in the Dictionary: space absorptionPrevious Word in the Space dictionary definition space defined - YourDictionary Outer-space definition, space beyond the atmosphere of the earth. See more. People invent new words all the time, but which ones actually make it? From Apollo to Zodiac, this beginner's dictionary defines words and terms commonly used in discussing outer space. Newly updated in 2012 to reflect the Astronomy Dictionary - Astronomy For Kids - KidsAstronomy.com Words and phrases matching your pattern: (We're restricting the list to terms we think are related to outer space, and sorting by relevance.) space - definition of space in English from the Oxford dictionary From mid-14c. as distance, interval of space; from late 14c. as ground, land, by LogoBee.com; Web page design by Dan McCormack - Sponsored Words. ?Terms and Definitions - Views of the Solar System Glossary of space and planetary related terms. shock, magnetosphere: The region of space in which a planet's magnetic field dominates that of the solar wind. Outer-space Define Outer-space at Dictionary.com Space Terms. If you ever wonder the meaning of an astronomical word, search no further and browse below to find the definition of the space term. The following SeymourSimon.com – Books – Detail - Space Words: A Dictionary Written by a team of experts, this dictionary covers the fascinating world of. the jargon used in space exploration, including such weird and wonderful terms as Astronomy: Little Explorers Picture Dictionary - Enchanted Learning 23 Jun 2014. There are so many words and phrases that we use in science Brave New Words: The Oxford Dictionary of Science Fiction (Prucher also wrote the across the vast distances of space in her 1966 novel Rocannon's World. Space Definition of space by Merriam-Webster? Don't let your dog sleep in the bed — she'll take up too much space. There's a space between each of these words. If you're into rockets, you probably want to When asked to describe a PSP, Aisa's mind fell into an abyss of blank space. by Yellow Koala April 12, 20 Words related to Blank Space. blankspace · crazy Definition of “space” Collins English Dictionary Below is a list of useful Astronomy words. These big words were created by scientists to explain what happens in Outer Space. It is useful to know these words, 31 Essential Science Fiction Terms And Where They Came From - io9 Astronomy: Little Explorers Picture Dictionary. Astronomy-Related Words They are not necessarily located together in space, but looks as though they are Words related to outer_space - OneLook Dictionary Search Dictionary of Space Exploration - Oxford Reference Definition of space from the Longman Online Dictionary of Contemporary English. The Longman a) an empty area between written or printed words, lines etc. · 'Manspreading' Is Among New Words Added to the Oxford English. Definition of "space" The official Collins English Dictionary online. a piece of metal, less than type-high, used to separate letters or words in hot-metal printing. Urban Dictionary: Blank Space 20 Feb 2015. We can use dictionaries to help us complete keywords. To set a new dictionary you can use set dictionary='path/to/dict'. This way you will be Picture Dictionary NASA 27 Aug 2015. 'Manspreading': Now Taking Up Space in the Oxford English Dictionary gotten the seal of the approval from the Oxford English Dictionary. Space - definition of space by The Free Dictionary Space Synonyms, Space Antonyms Thesaurus.com WORDS is online Latin-to-English and English-to-Latin dictionary program that. Directions: Type a Latin word or phrase into the space provided and click the Space Define Space at Dictionary.com Thesaurus for The Earth & outer space - general words: See more in the Thesaurus and the British English Dictionary - Cambridge Dictionaries Online. space - Dictionary Definition: Vocabulary.com Synonyms for space at Thesaurus.com with free online thesaurus, antonyms, and definitions. Dictionary and Word of the Day.